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Executive Summary 
Background 
Forages can be used for multiple purposes in agricultural systems. Though 
they are mostly thought of as a feed for Iivestock they also are important in 
natural resource management. Legumes and grasses can playa significant role 
in soil improvement and as ground covers and barriers for erosion and weed 
control. An important outcome of a pre-feasibility visit to Recipient 
Government (RG) countries was a desire expressed by both donor and national 
organisations to integrate forages into smallholder farming systems in order to 
create a more sustainable system of land management. Foresters spoke of the 
use of legumes for ground cover and weed control; agronomists to improve the 
fallow in shifting cultivation systems; both saw controlled Iivestock 
development as a useful form of farm diversification. It was al so a general 
consensus that farmers would not adopt soil conservation measures without 
seeing sorne cash benefit. Livestock offer this possibility . 
Ruminant livestock are an important component in most agricultural 
. systems of Southeast Asia as draught animals and as a source of wealth and 
cash generation. Up to 50% of the cash income of smallholder households in 
sorne areas is from the sale of livestock. The main limitation to increased 
ruminant production is the lack of and poor quality of feed. There are limited 
areas for natural grazing land but there is opportunity to increase the amount 
and quality of feed within farming systems, e.g. to improve the fallow in 
sedentary and shifting upland agriculture, to develop improved forage-forestry 
systems, and to supplement crop residues with shrub legumes. 
Phase 1 of the Project concentrated on introduction of species, in 
particular, for the more acid infertile soils of the region. Phase II will promote 
the evaluation and adoption of these newly introduced species by farmers into 
farming systems and extend activities to Lao PDR and Vietnam. 
Project description 
The goal of the Forages for Smallholders Project (FSP) is to increase 
agricultural productivity and soil sustainability on smallholder farms in 
Southeast ASia. The Project's purpose is to increase the availability of adapted 
forages and the capacity lO deliver them lo appropriate farming systems, in 
particular, agroforestry and other upland systems. 
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The objectives to achieve this are: 
(i) to identify forages for different ecoregions in agroforestry, upland cropping and 
planta/ion systems, 
(ii) to integrate forages into these differentfarming systems through participatory 
research and development (R&D), 
(iii) to increase the capability of national staff /hrough training and 
(iv) to improve the effectiveness of the regional R&D activities through networking. 
This will be achieved with inputs of a) experts with experience in forage 
agronomy and technology transfer supported by two organisations, CIA T and 
CSIRO, who hold large collections of tropical forage germplasm and who are 
world leaders in tropical forage agronomy; b) consultants with expertise in 
participatory R&D and multiplication of forages; c) training of Recipient 
Government (RG) scientists in forage agronomy and participatory research and 
d) collaborative R&D activities through a regional network. 
Phase II of the project will build on the foundation established in Phase I 
which operated in Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand. Phase I 
achieved success in identifying adapted forage species, commencing to evaluate 
these with farmers and providing short-term training. Phase II will operate in 
seven countries with the main inputs going into Lao and Vietnam, Philippines 
and Indonesia, Thailand and Malaysia and South China in that order. The cost 
will be AU$4.3 millon spread over five years. A five year time frame is 
proposed because of the successive steps and magnitude of training in new 
methodology that need to be undertaken in order to ensure adoption of not 
only new forages but new forage systems. 
Project analysis 
Key issues affecting viability and sustainability ofthe project are achieving 
a suitable delivery system for new forages and forage systems and availability 
of trained personnel. The problems in transferring technology will vary 
between farming systems but will be related to the appropriateness of the 
technology, the methodology employed, the availability of seed or vegetative 
material and the tradition with respect to the use of forages and socioeconomic 
aspects of animal husbandry. It is considered that use of recent developments 
in participation of farmers in the R&D process as opposed to traditional 
demonstration and information delivery extension methods will playa key role. 
Futther, by networking the R&D process it will be possible to share positive 
experiences between participants. 
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Organisations currently working in the area of re so urce management are 
creating a demand for forage legumes as a component of a sustainable farming 
systems in upland areas , e.g. in the development of agroforestry systems and in 
reforestation. Further, livestock development is now being given high priority 
by most governments in Southeast Asia. Indonesia, Thailand, Lao, Philippines 
and Vietnam are now self-sufficient in rice production and hence more 
resources are put into other sectors. Livestock is one of the main exports of 
Lao. 
Project impact 
The main target group is smallholder farmers in upland and forest areas 
where grasses and legumes can be used to stabilise soils and livestock are used 
for draught and cash income. In forested land in remote areas, livestock 
provide the only ready so urce of cash income due to difficulties in marketing 
perishable farm products. Increasing feed availability and feed value will allow 
greater productivity of livestock through stronger animal s, more rapid turn-off 
and increased numbers. An increase in soil fertility and a reduction in erosion 
will result in increased crop yields and less time spent on weeding and feed 
gathering. 
This increased productivity has the potential for a major increase in wealth 
at the household level and an impact on the balance of trade at the national 
leve!. 
National institutions will benefit from the increase in personnel trained in 
forage agronomy and participatory research. lt is likely that the project will 
also have an impact on integration of disciplines in other sectors. 
Economic and financial analysis 
The Project will not generate the need for large capital expenditure. There 
will be no recurrent costs ato the end of the Project. 
The project could have a considerable impact on the established Australian 
livestock trade with Southeast Asia. There are many recent instances of the 
inability of local farmers to cope with cattle imports because of the lack of 
provision for feed for them. Cattle have been returned by farmers in sorne 
instances and in others there has been death of stock through lack of feed. 
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The economic contribution to Southeast Asia will be more productive and 
sustainable agricultural systems. 
Cross sector issues 
There is expected to be a considerable benefit to natural resource 
management which will result in improved soil fertility, reduced erosion, fewer 
weeds and increased diversity of land use as agroforestry and livestock-
forestry based systems are developed. 
The project is gender neutral in the sense that whole households will 
benefit from an increase in wealth. Women and children are likely to benefit 
from a reduced input into gathering of feed for animals and reduced weeding in 
upland crops. 
The project is aimed at improving the welfare of the poorest people in the 
agricultural sector. In particular, this applies to those in the upland partially 
forested areas, many of whom are ethnic minorities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project origin 
1.1.1 Recipient govemment request 
The Regional Forage Seeds (FSP) project was set up as a result of a resolution by a regional 
meeting of government representatives from Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, China and Sri 
Lanka requesting a Southeast Asian Forage and Pasture R&D network be set up under the 
auspices of CIA T and CSIRO (CIAT 1989) and tbe subsequent funding by AIDAB to a joint 
proposal by CIA T and CSIRO. The FSP commenced in January 1992 and was restricted to 
operation in Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand due to limited availability of 
funding. It is funded until December 1994. 
In tbe PID document for Phase I it was anticipated tbat aH activities could not be completed 
within a tbree year time frame and a subsequent phase would be necessary, in particular, to 
emphasise seed production and extension of adapted forages into smallholder systems (AIDAB 
1992). In discussions witb AIDAB in October 1993, it was suggested tbat Lao PDR and 
Vietnam be included in the preparation for Phase 11. It was also suggested tbat a regional 
project should link activities closely witb government and other development agencies in tbe 
Recipient Government (RG) countries. 
Participants to tbe second regional meeting of tbe FSP held in the Philippines in October 1993 
gave strong support for tbe continuation of FSP activities in the region. Otber projects (e.g. 
the AIDAB funded PPAEP in tbe Phi1ippines), otber development agencies (e.g. European 
Community funded projects in Lao PDR, Philippines and Thailand) and international centers 
(e.g. IRRI) have also expressed tbe need for new forage material s, in particular, forage 
legumes, and strongly support tbe operation of tbe project in tbe region. They suggested the 
name be changed to the 'Forages for Smallholders Project' in Phase 11. 
Letters of support for a second phase of tbe FSP have been received from senior government 
officials in Indonesia, Lao, Malaysia, Philippines, (South) China, Thailand and Vietnam. 
1.1.2 Earlier studies 
A proposal to AIDAB to meet tbe need of forage germplasm introductions to Soutbeast Asia 
was madejointly by CIAT and CSIRO in 1990. AIDAB agreed to fund a 'Forage Seeds 
Project' in 1991 on tbe basis of a Project Outline. This was foHowed up by a visit to 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand by Program Leaders of CIA T and CSIRO in 
August 1991. Formal commencement of tbe Project was in January 1992 and tbe fmal draft of 
the PID was submitted in October 1992. 
Phase I of tbe FSP has had success in identifying productive new forage species for different 
fanning systems in the four participating countries within Ihe first two years of operation (FSP 
Six-monthly Reports, FSP ArulUal Plan 1994-95). Sorne of these have been multiplied and are 
being used by smallholders. 
However, further regional evaluation is required of species introduced for the first time to Ihe 
region, in particular, to appraise them in upland fanning systems (both sedentary and shifting 
agriculture), for reclamation of degraded lands, in the development of agroforestry systems, 
and in Ihe improvement of derived and natural grazing lands. Jt has become clear that 
participation of fanners in the evaluation and development process assures relevance and 
greater chance of adoption. 
1.2 PreparatioD steps 
1.2.1 Summary oC special Ceatures 
Phase I of the FSP aimed to increase feed availability for livestock within the present fanning 
systems. Livestock are used primarily in Southeast Asia for draft and as a source of wealth. 
They are often a more important source of cash for a household than the subsistence food 
crops. The main factor limiting livestock production is a gross shortage of feed or high quality 
feed to supplement crop residues. In general, forages must fit into most fanning systems as an 
adjunct to a cropping system - as part of a fallow/ley, border rows or as an associate crop (as 
in plantation and agroforestry systems) rather Ihan grazed pastures. 
Phase JI of the FSP proposes to increase the use of improved forages in such fanning systems 
in Southeast Asia by: 
lntroducjng forage as a componenl of farmjng systems. Forages can contribute 10 soil 
improvement and erosion control as well as increasing livestock productivity through enhanced 
feed availability. There is opportunity 10 develop predominantly livestock-forestry systems in 
upland areas in Lao and Vietnam and in parts of Indonesia and the Philippines. The emphasis 
will be to use forages to enhance the natural resource base rather than to exploit it. 
lJsjng new sources of forage gennplasm. The FSP is tapping sources of forage germplasm 
identified for acid infertile soils of the humid tropics by elA T and forage germplasm that was 
selected on the basis of dry season performance by eSIRO. By evaluating forage germplasm 
from Ihe genetic resource centres of elA T and eSlRO over a wide range of conditions it will 
be possible to identify species for different environmental and fanning system niches. Species 
that have very wide adaptation will receive particular attention. 
Achjevjng adoptjon usjng partjcjpatoQ' research. The FSP aims not onIy to identify forage 
germplasm but to achieve adoption of new forage species in Soulheast Asia. F anners will 
participate in the evaluation of forage species and as such will come to realise Ihe value of 
forage as a 'crop' Ihat produces benefits but also requires management input. Appropriate 
systems of multiplication by seed or vegetative cuttings will be developed hand-in-hand with 
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on-farm research. The project will focus on low-cost input systems. 
There has been a considerable effort in evaluation of forages in Southeast Asia during the last 
20 years. New species better adapted to the environment and local farming systems than the 
available commercial Australian cultivars have been identified in many instances. However, 
due to a lack of suitable seed multiplication technology coupled with on-farm evaluation which 
might lead to adoption, they were not exploited. Thus development projects continued to rely 
only on commercial cultivars from Australia sorne of which are suitable and sorne are not. 
Networkjnll of foralle scjentjsts wjth development projects. The FSP will capitalise on the 
experience of local forage scientists and examples of the successful integration of forages into 
farming systems by networking. The FSP will also rely on other developm~nt projects within 
the region to produce a multiplier effect from technology generated within the project. 
1.2.2 Project preparatioD strategy 
The present FSP was reviewed intemally by Program Leaders from CIA T and CSIRO during a 
visit from 15 January to lO February 1994 to the participating countries and Lao and Vietnam, 
which are a1so proposed for inclusion in Phase 11 (Annex 2.1). This draft was then prepared 
on the basis of: 
(i) experience during Phase 1 of the FSP and 
(ii) discussions with government officiaIs and scientists in RG countries. 
Their support has been given for the approach presented in this document. 
1.2.3 Design OptiODS 
There are limited options for an a1temative design to the one outlined in this document. The 
present design employs a regional approach. The problems and opportunities are common 
throughout the region due to similarities in farming systems, though there are differences in 
climatic zones. A regional approach is both economical of resources and allows for exchange 
of experience and information between countries. It is not necessary to repeat aH work in each 
country. There is a requirement for the RG's to contribute a reasonable share of resources. It 
does place a larger responsibility and burden on the manager in that negotiations for 
agreements and monitoring have to be carried out with each country. A bilateral approach 
would be more expensive. 
The design also blends research and development and involves farmer participation. 
Opportunity will be taken more widely to implement the technology developed within the FSP 
in conjunction with other development agencies working in the region. This approach was 
successful in Phase 1. Cornmunity development projects have strongly supported the FSP. 
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This design was developed during Phase 1 and proved to be successful. However, in Phase II 
more emphasis will be placed on extension and integration of forages into farming systems 
ra!her !han research on evaluation. 
1.2.4 Suggested appraisal metbod 
Due to the technical nature of !he project, appraisal should be carried out by technical 
personnel familiar wi!h the needs and requirements of agricultural development in the region. 
If AIDAS does not have this capability at present, ACIAR would be a suitable organisation to 
appraise the Project. 
A desk appraisal is suggested. A field appraisal is not warranted as !here is reliable 
information in reports and !he annual plans submitted by !he project. An assessment of 
options was canvassed within a recent study report (Annex 2.1). 
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2. RATIONALE 
2.1 Development opportunities 
2.1.1 Description of development problems and opportunities 
Tropical legumes and grasses can contribute to sustainability, particularly in upland farming 
systems. While leguminous cover crops have been used in tree plantations to contribute to soil 
improvement and weed control they have only been used in upland cropping systems to a 
limited extent. This reflects the lack of resources devoted to the upland cropping sector 
compared to the commercial plantation sector. lntegrated farming system projects are 
identifying a similar need and potential in the upland cropping systems. There is now good 
evidence that forages, in particular legumes, offer a means of improving and stabilising the 
fallow or ley areas, reducing erosion and controlling weed growth for annual cropping' areas. 
One example is the use of leucaena-based farming systems in Timor and Flores in Eastem 
Indonesia (Piggin and Parera, 1985) to rejuvenate degraded land through erosion control and 
soil improvement. 
There is an increasing demand for forest products. In Lao, smallholders are being encouraged 
to plant forest trees for timber while in Vietnam large areas designated as forest are being 
returned to the care of individual families. Large agroforestry projects are being planned for 
the Philippines and Indonesia. Livestock offer a short term source of cash income for farmers 
investing in the long term in forestry development, while the forages themselves will 
contribute to reduced soil erosion and weed control. 
Ruminant livestock are an important part of most smallholder farming systems, including 
forestry areas, in Southeast Asia and constitute 20-30% of small farm capital (FAO, 1989). 
They provide draught power, a source of savings, direct cash income and animal products. 
There is an increasing demand for livestock products due to a desire to improve human 
nutrition and increasing per capita income. However, with the exception of Lao PDR, target 
countries are net importers of meat, milk and other animal products. Now that food crop 
targets have been largely met in many countries, governments are giving higher priority to the 
livestock sector. 
The over-riding factor in ruminant livestock productivity is the low amount and low quality of 
available forage, though incidence of diseases may also restrict production and marketing. 
Credit is now provided for cattle and buffalo purchase in sorne countries but often without the 
foresight of ensuring adequate feed for more livestock. F eed availability is the most common 
restriction to an increase in herd size (Anon 1975). 
There is adequate evidence to show thal forages introduced to Southeasl Asia have resulted in 
increases in crop and animal production. Elephant, king and guinea grasses are used widely 
for intensive 'cut and carry' systems in the region. Introduced legumes have contributed to soil 
productivity and sustainability. In eastem Indonesia, Ihe adoption of leucaena-based systems 
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of terracing and live fallow/ley have allowed the replacement of shifting agriculture with stable 
sedentary systems (Piggin and Parera, 1985). Introductions of stylos to China from Australia 
and CIA T have been successful both as green manures in orchards and as a source of 
processed feed for pigs and poultry. 
The most productive tropical grasses have come from Africa and legumes from tropical 
America and are largely held in the Genetic Resource Centers of CIA T and CSIRO. Species 
native to Southeast Asia have had little commercial impact either in the less or the more 
developed tropical countries. However, the available introduced grasses and legumes in 
Southeast Asia are not suitable for the more acid infertile soils, for short terrn rotations in 
cropping systems for sorne dry season environments. There are now better accessions of sorne 
of the earlier introduced species because of greater disease resistance and higher feed quality. 
Recipient countries differ substantially in their forage R&D capability which in part reflects 
their stage of development and in part the previous levels of assistance in development of 
forage agronomy. There is considerable capability in Malaysia and Thailand and in parts of 
China, Indonesia and the Philippines and at present a low capability in Lao and Vietnam. 
Through regional networking of R&D and in communicating this inforrnation, scientists from 
the more developed countries in the region can assist those in the less developed countries. A 
regional program can best allocate inputs where they are required and coordinate inforrnation-
sharing between countries. 
In all target countries the govemments are actively promoting the cessation of shifting 
agriculture and adoption of sedentary forrns or replacement. Viable alternatives have not been 
worked out. Crop-livestock and agroforestry systems incorporating livestock are attractive and 
potentially sustainable alternatives. 
One problem is that many smallholders do not consider forage for livestock to be as important 
as their subsistence food crops even though livestock may make a large contribution to 
household income. New participatory research methodology offers a means of involving a 
farmer in the evaluation process and thus ensuring ownership of the results, the adoption of 
forages and their incorporation into farming systems. 
Another deficiency has been that livestock departrnents, in which forage activities usually are 
located, often only target the livestock component of a farming system. Coordination of 
activities of all agricultural ·sectors at the Provincial and District levels is now occurring and 
should circumvent this shortcoming. 
The FSP has a great opportunity to maximise its impact through collaboration with on-going 
projects. Many of these projects, both externally and internally funded, are seeking adopted 
forage materials for use in farming systems development. A list of these projects is presented 
in Table 1. 
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2.1.2 Target groups 
Smallholder households are the main target groups for the FSP. Many of these are located in 
upland areas where there is little opportunity for off-farm employment. They are being 
pressured lo reduce shifting cultivation and associated cropping on steep slopes and lO adopt a 
more sedenlary forro of agriculture or tum lo forestry systems. An agroforestry syslem with 
livestock producing cash flow while trees are maturing is one option under evaluation. 
Altemative systems must generale immediale cash income for necessities such as clothing and 
school requisiles for children. Conditions vary in the different countries bul overall women 
and children will be major beneficiaries of any cash generaled. 
Other largel groups are government research and exlension staff who will be trained in forage 
agronomy and farmer participatory R&D methodology. Research and extension staff not 
directly involved in the Project will benefit from inforroation exchange in the proposed forage 
R&D network. 
2.2 Development priority 
2.2.1 Recipient government perspective 
The Recipienl Governments have given strong support for conlinuation of the FSP (Annex 
3.1). 
They are now looking to a more sustainable use of upland areas, that is, areas not used for 
lowland rainfed or irrigated rice production. Most these areas are utilised under a sedentary or 
shifting forro of agriculture which provides only subsistence living. The land is also degrading 
and a clean and constanl supply of water for hydro-electricity generation and irrigation is under 
threat. 
There is a policy lo reduce shifting cultivation bul allemative productive and stable 
lechnologies have not been devised. Agroforestry systems which use legumes and grasses lo 
stabilise slopes and regenerate soil fertility are being considered by governments and donor 
agencies. There is both a lack of adapted species for such purposes and a lack of suitable 
methods of introducing them lo farmers have not been employed. F armers are unlikely to 
adoPI these conservation measures unless they are profitabJe. Liveslock can provide a visible 
cash benefit from the introduction of legumes and grasses, one that is much more obvious than 
Ihe slow improvemenl of soil productivity. 
Governmenls are now prepared lo put resources inlo bolh nalural resource managemenl and 
liveslock development in the target countries. In Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and 
Vietnam, where rice production targets have been met, there is now focus on livestock 
industries lo reduc.e imports of liveslock products and the use of tree and herbaceous legumes 
for soil improvement. In Lao, the value of canJe and buffalo export ranks third behind timber 
and eJectricity. The government sees livestock development as contributing to export eamings, 
increasing Ihe in come of smallholders and as a component of a more sustainable agricultural 
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system in upland areas. An agroforestry system with grazing livestock in young teak 
plantations is being developed. In southem China, tropical forage legumes are being used lo 
improve soil in orchards and as rations for pig production. In Malaysia, ruminant liveslock 
produclion is seen as complementary to perennial tree crops. There is thus opportunity to 
introduce forage as a cornmercially viable component in these farming syslems. 
2.2.2 Australian country program perspective 
In general, the Australian country programs inelude areas thal support the development of 
more sustainable land resources in addilion to direct contributions to agriculture. 
In Indonesia, the FSP will complement Australian program input into the development of the 
liveslock industries in the Eastem Provinces of Indonesia. It will also utilize the outputs of 
previous forage development projects funded by ACIAR and A1DAB. 
In Lao, the FSP would be seen as complementary to the present Upland Project fmanced by a 
World BanldAlDAB/ClRAD (Centre de Cooperation intemationaIe en Recherche Agronomique 
pour le Developpement) consortium where the cornmunity development component involves 
livestock developmenl activities. The FSP also builds on a previous Livestock Development 
Project funded by AIDAB. 
In Malaysia and Thailand, A1DAB is discontinuing direct development grants. However, there 
has been considerable support in the past and Australia is now benefiting from the export of 
cattle and associated inputs to these countries. Sorne continued input into development of 
improved forages and monitoring of the feed situation will be of cornmercial benefit to 
Australia. In addition, these countries can now contribute to other countries in the region by 
way of technical and financial input. Personnel from Malaysia and Thailand are prominent in 
Ihe FAO Working Group on Forages in Southeast Asia. 
In the Philippines, the first phase of the FSP has elosely supported the work of the AIDAB 
funded PP AEP project that operates in Bicol and Mindanao and will continue to do so in the 
second phase. 
In South China, A1DAB assistance is presentIy concentrated in cornmercial situations, in the 
northem and westem Provinces and in poverty reduction. However, support on forage 
development to the southem Provinces has been given in the past (e.g. in Hainan and 
Guangdong) and currentIy students from these Provinces are being supported in Australia. It 
will be of benefit to include China in the Network arrangement from the point of view of 
contributing sorne professional input to programs in China. In addition there is an opportunity 
for China to share its forage technology with other countries in the region. 
In Vietnam, A1DAB have recentIy had their mandate expanded to inelude resource 
development and have been approached by other agencies to contribute in this area. The FSP 
is particularly relevant to such issues as the development of sustainable agricultural systems in 
the 'forest lands', the 'unused lands', (upland areas which were not incorporated previously in 
the main sector programs) and to rehabilitation of degraded lands. 
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Eoyjroomeotal jssues. Tropical forages cootribute to a more sustaioable agricultural system 
through soil improvemeot, reduction of erosioo and weed control. Thus the Lao·IRRl program 
on upland rice systems, which is strongly supported by the Lao Government, is placiog a 
major emphasis on identification and incorporatioo of legumes ioto the upland croppiog 
system. lo Lao the fallow phase in shiftiog cultivation is largely Siam weed which has 00 
commercial use. This program is stroogly supported by the Lao governmen\. No forests will 
be c1eared for planting pasture io activities associated with the FSP. The combioation of 
pastures with tree plantiog will facilitate re·afforestatioo io degraded areas. This development 
is already uoderway in the Philippioes and Lao using forages iotroduced ioto the region 
through the FSP. 
This Project addresses several of the issues raised in Agenda 21 at the United Natioos 
Conference 00 Eovironmeot and Developmeot, Río de Janeiro 1992, namely, Promoting 
Sustainable Agriculture and Rural Developmeot, Streogtheoing the Role of Farroers and 
Scieoce for Sustainable Developmeo\. 
Gender Issues. Participants and traioees will be selected 00 meri\. However, gender equity 
wiU be promoted. The higher quality of improved forages will result io reduced workIoads of 
womeo and children iovolved io the 'cut & carry' of feed for animals. Promotion of tethered 
animal systems will also reduce the work load. 
lotroduction of smallholder seed supply systems will add to cash iocome for the whole 
household. lo sorne cases, there is the possibility of organisiog this through womeo's groups. 
lo Vietnam, the Women's Committees have a large influeoce in the village couocils 00 
decision makiog. 
lo swnmary, there is no possibility of uotoward detrimeot to either geoder by the iotroductioo 
of improved forages. 
Poyerty jssues. The iotroductioo of forages is aimed at increasiog the welfare of smallholder 
families, particularly io upland systems where poverty is most prooouoced. Forage seed 
production schemes offer a means of increasing the wealth of farro households. For example, 
io the Philippioes smallholders are now produciog seed of a oew forage legume ideotified by 
the FSP and selliog it to a reforestation project for use as a soil cover. 
2.2.3 Australia, CSIRO and CIAT's capacity lo cooperate 
Australia has developed a high degree of expertise and experieoce in tropical forage R&D 
which can benefit Iivestock production and mixed farroiog systems io other tropical couotries 
io the regioo. This expertise exists within CSIRO, the State Departments of Primary lodustries 
and the Universities. Further, the Australian Tropical Forage Geoetic Resource Ceoter within 
the CSIRO Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures holds ooe of the largest coUectioos of 
tropical forage germplasm and ioteracts with researchers throughout the tropical and 
subtropical world. 
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Likewise CIA T has a strong forage R&D Program and maintains a similarly large collection of 
tropical forage germplasm. CIAT has a mandate within Ihe Consultative Group on 
Intemational Agricultural Research (CGIAR) system for developing and maintaining forage 
genetic resources for Ihe tropics, in particular for Ihe more acid and infertile soils of Ihe humid 
and sub-humid tropics. Thus, to a large degree, Ihe two forage genetic resource collections 
complement one anolher, Ihe CSIRO collection having concentrated on development for 
tropical and sub-tropical areas wilh an extended dry season. The germplasm collections of 
both organisations are supported by databases which can be used in identifYing appropriate 
forage accessions for testing in different environments. Australia strongly supports the CGIAR 
system through direct core grants and funding special projects. 
CIA T has experts wilh Asian experience in forage agronomy, in participatory research and 
gender issues, in social anthropology, in preparation of extension materials in Asian languages 
and in project management. Sorne relevant project experience sheets are included in Annex 
4.1. 
Further, Ihere has been a long association of RG forage R&D workers in Soulheast Asia wilh 
Australia through training and involvement in collaborative projects. A large proportion of Ihe 
cornmercial forage seed used in Soulheast Asia has been produced in Australia. Currently, 
the FSP, funded by AIDAB, is making substantial advances in demonstrating Ihe potential for 
pasture development in Ihe Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. This Project has 
also been successful in getting seed of promising herbage species out to smallholder farmers, 
who are benefiting from Ihe research. 
2.2.4 Opportunities for mutual advantage 
The proposed project will be of mutual benefit 10 Australia and Ihe target countries in the 
Soulheast Asian region through provision of improved forage for ruminant livestock. RG 
countries have been distributing cattle to smallholders through government and special projects. 
Australia has benefited through Ihe development of a significant live cattle export trade to Ihe 
region, wilh c. 160,000 head exported from Australia in 1992. A serious shortcoming in this 
exercise has been Ihe distribution of livestock without adequate provision for the extra feed 
required. It is considered such an important issue by bolh Ihe RG's and Australian industry 
Ihat the Australian Meat and Livestock Corporation has officers or representatives stationed in 
the Philippines and Thailand to monitor Ihe situation. Thus Ihe livestock industries in bolh Ihe 
donor and RG countries stand to benefit. 
Experience gained in evaluating forages in Ihe region will contribute to a greater understanding 
of the genetic attributes and adaptation characteristics of particular forage accessions and 
genotypes. Through Ihe development of such knowledge and understanding Ihere is potential 
for development of elite cultivars for target areas in bolh Australia and Soulheast Asia. 
The activities of Ihe FSP will lead to close interaction between scientists in Southeast Asia and 
CIA T and CSIRO which will improve future cornmunication and collaborative endeavours. 
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The Project will have a high Australian profile and content which will benefit Australia's 
image in lhe region. It is recognised by olher donor agencies as meeting a real need in lhe 
region. Likewise the RG's will benefit from the projection of lheir culture and interests 
through popular reports in lhe Australian media. 
2.3 Related Programs 
Recipient government programs, donors active in the sector, and linkages to these programs 
and sectors are shown in Table 1. Additional information is given in the study report (Annex 
2.1). 
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Table l. Programs relaled 10 lhe FSP 
Country Program RGI Donor Status Linkages 
Indonesia Smallholder livestock developmcnl lFAD Begin 1995 Information cxchange 
Forages under plantation crops ACIAR Finish 1994 Information exchange 
Inlegraled development prajec! for smaJlholder RG Begin 1995 Collaboralion 
Upland rice systems RGnRRJ Continuing Collaboration 
Lao PDR tJpland projecl World BanklAIDABlCIRAD Conlinuing Supply of foragcs for community dc:velopmenl activities 
Forestty cooperar.ion SIDA Continuing Collaboration in supply and evalualion of forages 
Lao-Ee cooperalion EC Continuing . . 
uo-IRRJ Soc Continuing Collaboration in introouclion of forages 1000 riec-based fanning sySlems 
SmaJlholder livestock development IFAD Continuing Collaboration in/opeo grassland improvemenl 
Forage evaJuation FAO 1994 Coordinate activities 
Malaysia Forages under plantation crops ACIAR Finish 1994 Information exchange 
Philippines Pilot provincial agriculturaJ exlension project AlDAB Finish 1996 Collaboration in extension of forages inlo smallholder systems and seed produC;:lion 
Integrated raioforesl management GTZ Cootinuing SuppJy of adapted forages 
Bukidnon Forest loco NZ ConLinuing SuppJy of adapted forage legumes 
Soulhem Mindanao Area EC Continuing Supply of adapted rorages and seed production 
Integrated farming sySl.ems -Matalom IDRGnRRIIF ARMI Continuing Collaborative research 00 role oC forages in upland systems 
Sustainable cropping systems ACIARlSEARCA Continuing Supply of adapted forages and infonnation exchange 
CanJe distribution Philippine Land Bank Continuing Supply of information and adapted forages 
Li'w'cstock deveJopmenl ADB Continuing Infonnation exchange 
Soulh China Foragc cvaluation SCATC Continuing Supply of forages and informal ion exchange 
Thailand Greening NE Thaíland RG Continuing Supply of forage species and inforrnation exchange 
Monitoriog )ivestock distribution AUSTREXJAMLC Continuing Information exchange 
Vietnam Evalualion oC radder shrubs ACIAR Proposed Col1aboration 
Development of 'forest' land SIDA Continuing Work in association 
Impro'w'ement of 'unused' land Un;v oC Hanoi Continuing Contacl inslilution and methodology 
EC . Eurooean Cornrnumtv: GIZ . üerman Ageney or !eehmeal Coooerallon: ~AKMI arm ana Kesouree ManaRemenl InSIll1Jle;ILJKC InlemallOnal 
Oevelopmen! Researeh Corporation;SOC = Swiss Oevelopmenl Corporalion; SEARCA = Southeasl Asian Regional Cenlre for Agrieulture; SIDA = Swedish 
Inlemational Developmenl Assislanee;For other aeronyms see ABBREVIA TIONS lis!. 
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2.4 Constraints, strategy and options 
2.4.1 Constraints to development 
Sorne forage introduction and evaluation has occurred in all countries but the use of improved 
forages by smallholders has been variable and usually low. Seven main areas of constraint 
have been identified and categorised as to those in which the project can have sorne impact: 
Considerable impact 
(i) Availability 01 germplasm for 
(a) infertile acid soils 
(b) tolerance of specific diseases and pests 
(c) dry season environments 
(d) forestry and agroforestry agricultural systems 
(ii) Delivery systems for adapted forages. 
Poorly developed delivery systems may be due to: 
(a) inappropriate technology for smallholder farmers, 
(b) inadequate seed or vegetative multiplication systems, 
(c) lack of an effective transfer technology, 
(d) no tradition of forages as a farm crop and 
(e) poor control of grazing animals. 
(iii) Availability 01 trained personnel lor R&D. 
(a) There are insufficient technicians trained in forage agronomy and familiar with new 
extension methodology. 
(b) Due to shortage of people, the trained staff may be moved or promoted to 
administrative posts. 
(iv) Effective communication 
(a) between R&D workers in different sectors wilhin countries and 
(b) between R&D workers wilhin the region 
Moderate impact 
(v) Poor integration 01 improved lorage technology with other sector inputs. 
Wilhin the region, R&D on forages is usually carried out within a livestock department 
with the focus primarily on livestock which are only one component of a farming 
system. Thus generation of new technology and its transfer may not take account of 
inputs from other sectors. 
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Little impact 
(vi) Government priorities and organisation 
In the past, governments in Southeast Asia have been primarily concemed with 
production of food grains and crops with an export potential. They now state that 
more attention will be given to livestock and forestry but the FSP will have littIe 
ability to influence that this actually does happen. 
(vii) Avai!ability 01 financia! resources 
Farmers often do not have finance or avaiIable sources of credit. When credit is 
available, it is often onIy given for purchase of animals and not for provision of 
forage. 
The rnajor specific constraints in the RG countries are: 
Indonesia 
Lack of an effective transfer technology and seed, inadequate germplasm, poor integration of 
improved forage technology with other sector inputs, training, cornmunication between forage 
scientists in-country and government poIicy have all been constraints to forage adoption in one 
or other part of Indonesia. 
Lao PDR 
Lack of appropriate germpIasm, lack of a tradition of forage as a crop, no tradition of forages 
as a farm crop, poor control of animals, lack of financial resources, shortage of trained 
personnel and poor integration of forage technology are the rnain constraints to adoption of 
forages in Lao. 
Malaysia 
Government priorities, altemative land use opportunities, lack of seed and ineffective transfer 
technology appear to be the main constraints to more widespread adoption of forages by 
srnallholders in Malaysia. 
Philippines 
Lack of an effective transfer technology, poor integration of irnproved forage technology with 
other sector inputs and a lack of adapted germplasm for sorne soils are the main constraints in 
the Philippines. 
South China 
F orage adoption appears to be widespread. The main constraint to further development 
appears to be adequate germplasrn for sorne situations, a stilI developing research base and 
limited interaction with other forage scientists. 
Thajland 
Poor execution of government policy, lack of communication between in-country forage 
scientists and poor integration of forage teclinology with other sector inputs appear to be the 
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main constraints in Thailand. 
vietnam 
Government priorities and poor coordination of resources, lack of trained personnel in forage 
agronomy and technology transfer, lack of financial resources, poor interna! and external 
cornrnunication and inadequate germplasm are the main constraints to forage development in 
Vietnam. 
2.4.2 Key aspects of project strategy 
The main focus of the FSP will be on those constraints where it is most likely to have impact, 
i.e. provision of suitable forages and their delivery to farmers, training and creating more 
effective information flow. The focus on identifying and delivery of forages will be at a farm 
level, whereas training and cornrnunication will have both a national and regional focus. 
The FSP will concentrate its activities on a limited number of sites within each country. 
Widespread impact will be achieved through interaction with other development projects which 
are looking for the experience and expertise that is being created by the FSP. 
The strategy to overcome constraints on which the FSP can make sorne impact is outlined 
below. 
Constraints where a considerable iml2act can be made: 
(i) Inadequate germplasm 
Removal of this constraint was the main focus of the first phase of the FSP. The project has 
already identified appropriate germplasm to overcome sorne of the deficiencies of existing 
forages. Much of this came from CIA T and was not previously available in the region. 
Sorne continuing input into introduction and evaluation of germplasm for different 
agroecosystems will be needed for: 
- Lao and Vietnam which were not included in Phase 1, 
- farming systems where there is a need for more appropriate forage species e.g. for 
the fa!low land in shifting cultivation areas, agroforestry and forestry, 
- New material that becomes available from forage improvement programs elsewhere 
e.g. with Leucaena and Arachis, 
In Lao consideration also needs to be given to a better appreciation of native grassland species 
in relation to improved species. 
Promising species need to be increased or multiplied lo make them available for larger scale 
evaluation with farmers. 
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(ii) Poor delivery systems for adapled forages . 
The focus of Phase 11 will be to extend these irnproved forages into srnallholder farming 
systerns. 
The need for appropriate technology will be handled by early evaluation of new forages on-
farm with farmer participation. This will ensure lhat onJy appropriate inputs are used and lhat 
problerns facing the farmer such as weed cornpetition are considered. This approach will 
cornplernent the use of Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) and experience of lhe FSP staff. 
Forage developrnent will rnainJy be considered as an additional or cornplernentary forrn of land 
use, e.g. use of forages under tree crops or introduction of forages into the fallow/ley phase. 
Government policy to reduce rice production in upland areas will open up new possibilities for 
lhe use of forages in agroforestry systerns. Farmers in lhe project areas will be encouraged to 
experirnent wilh resource allocation. 
Attention will be given to training technicians in lhe need to be aware of farmer needs and 
capabilities and how lhey can contribute to lhe research process. In sorne cases, 
demonstrations will be used to illustrate lhe value of improved forages to farmers. This can 
still be done on-farm wilh farmer participation but wilh sorne guarantee lhat income is not 
foregone. 
There are many examples in Soulheast Asia where farmers have come to accept forages as a 
farm crop that requires sorne inputs and management including lhe control of grazing anirnals. 
It will be valuable to take RG staff to view sorne of lhese examples. 
High cattle prices provide lhe necessary econornic incentive for change. Once farmers realise 
lhe value of irnproved forages and forage managernent lhey will be prepared to irnplement new 
practices such as control of cattle. 
The FSP will concentrate its attention on on-farm evaluation and adoption to limited 
geographical areas or districts lhat represent a major land use system in lhe region. A 
rnultiplier effect will be ensured by Iinkage to olher developrnent projects. 
(iii) Shortage of trained personnel 
Personnel working wilh lhe FSP need to have had or to be trained in principIes of forage 
agronomy, agroforestry and farmer participatory research. Training in forage agronomy will 
include the practical aspects of establishment and management of forage and a1so seed 
production and storage technology. Training in participatory research methodology will 
include developrnent of local training rnalerials. 
Training will comprise in-country trairúng working wilh FSP staff, short-terrn training of key 
personnel overseas, use of lhese persons lO assisl in-country training of olher local staff, and 
provision of relevant lilerature in lhe local languages. 
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The Project will also ensure that persons sent for trailling are rnutually acceptable to the FSP 
and RO and remain with it fór the duration of the project. 
(iv) Communication 
There are good examples of adoption of appropriate forage technology by srnallholders in 
certain parts of the region. Many forage workers are not aware of such examples because of 
poor and ineffective cornmurucation of results which are ofien not appropriate for scientific 
publications. 
Likewise it is important to share experience of problems and approaches to solving these. The 
shortage of trained workers can be overcorne to sorne extent also by those with more 
experience coming together with those who have had less experience. Regional meetings of 
those involved in the project will allow good interaction to develop between them. Such 
cornmunication will reduce the extent of R&D that needs to be carried out within each 
country. 
Together this suggests that there is good reason to form a formal regional network for al! 
forage workers in Southeast Asia. A major FSP input would be coordination and production 
of a newsletter. A regional newsletter wi II keep persons iIúormed of activities and new 
developrnents and facilitate informal exchange between forage R&D workers in the region. 
Additional funding sources would be sought to support major activities of this network. 
There is also a need to facilitate cornmurucation of new ideas with farmers through field days, 
development of visual aids, and c10se interaction with developrnent projects. In addition to a 
regional newsletter for forage R&D workers, an information news sheet will be prepared and 
sent to government orgarusations, donor and development agencies and projects operating 
within the region. 
Constraints where a rnoderate impact can be made: 
(v) Poor integration 01 improved lorage techn%gy with other sector inputs. 
This constraint will be approached by deliberately associating the inputs from the FSP with 
integrated development projects supported directly by the national governments or other 
funding agencies. Forestry and agroforestry developrnent projects will be targeted. 
Constraints where little impact can be made: 
(vi) Government priorities and organisation 
There witl be sorne opportunity to influence government policy on livestock developmenl, in 
particular, the need to make provision for feed in cattle distribution schemes. This can take 
place at district, province and central government levels. The annual regional meeting would 
pro vide an opportunity for a open forurn lo present and discuss ideas. Project areas will serve 
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as a focus and demonstration for olher areas in lhe country. 
(vii) Shortage 01 financia/ resources 
Suggestions can be made for opportunities for investment in forage development at the 
province leve!. It is at this level lhat coordination and allocation of funds takes place. Such 
ideas can be reinforced in discussions wilh central government officials. 
Finally, all these constraints can be addressed through fonnal education. Opportunity will be 
taken 10 interact with agricultural college staff and students through visits to project areas, 
involvement in project activities by way of training and occasional lectures. AIDAB support 
will be sought 10 further lhe education of key RG personnel through post-graduate training 
once the Project is well established. 
2.4.3 Commentary 00 tbe pace of implemeotatioo 
The experience from Phase 1 shows lhat lhere has been significant progress in identifying 
adapted forages for different farrning systems in Soulheast Asia where previously lhere were 
constraints. Furtber, lhe initial experience in collaborating wilh integrated development projects 
suggests that this approach is successful in achieving adoption of forages by smallholder 
farrners. In particular, this applies where farrners participate in lhe identification and adoption 
process. 
This participatory approach is more certain to have a lasting effect but is more time consuming 
than simply having demonstrations and producing extension leaflets. Furtber, in Phase 11, the 
Project will be starting afresh in two countries, Lao and Vietnam, which lack trained people 
and supporting infrastructure. It will take time to !rain staff and develop self-sustaining 
national programs. From experience in Phase I and an appraisal of olher development projects 
in lhe area, it is clear lhat lasting success comes from working wilhin lhe organisational 
framework and capacity of lhe country to assimilate assistance ralher lhan from setting up new 
structures. Thus a five-year project is proposed on the basis of: 
(i) a demonstrated technical and organisational capability in Phase 1 
(ii) the number of steps needed from introduction to adoption and 
(iii) lhe time it takes to develop and implement new technology using a participatory 
approach. 
2.4.4 Lessoos learnt from similar situatioDs 
eIA T has had experience in Regional networking in Latin America where a large impact in 
adoption of forages was achieved by working in collaboration with national programs through 
lhe RIEPT (Intemational Network for Tropical Forage Evaluation) forage network. Regional 
activities such as this are designed to respond to lhe specific needs and problems of each 
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country. The type and level of each activity depends on the stage of development of each 
country's R & D programs. CSIRO has similarly had experience in research on forage 
evaluation in Southeast Asia and training of forage scientists. Useful forage species have been 
identified /Tom its coIlection of forage genetic resources and adopted by livestock farmers. 
The experience /Tom Phase 1 of the FSP is that evaluation is best done under farmer rather 
than research station conditions and with the emphasis on introducing new forages as a 
component of existing farming systems. Working within the government /Tamework facilitates 
access to sites, people and resources. 
2.4.5 Key planning assumptions 
The various governments are highly supportive of the FSP activities and have indicated 
continued support for a second phase. Counterpart scientists have been assigned to Phase 1 of 
the Project and local funds made available for a portion of the operational expenses. It is 
anticipated that this support wiIl continue. 
Another assumption is that superior varieties capable of overcoming environmentaI constraints 
of soil, climate and disease exist in the coIlections of forage genetic resource centers. Elite 
varieties have been identified for particular farming situations in Phase 1 but have not been 
looked for in others, e.g. the fallow phase in upland crop systems and sorne degraded forest 
lands. 
It is possible that socioeconomic factors may prevent the changes in farming practices, e.g. 
controIled grazing of anirnals, which are necessary for the introduction and rnanagernent of 
improved forages. The fact that traditional practices have been replaced in sorne areas in the 
region suggests that changes can be made in other areas. For example, the Lao in Thailand 
now control animals whereas those in the country Lao ofien do not control thern. 
2.5 Situation expected at tbe end of tbe project 
2.5.1 Expected achievements 
At the end of Phase JI of the FSP it is expected that: 
(i) forage varieties will have been identified for an extended range of agroecological zones and 
farming systerns and will have been documented in reports and information booklets. 
(ii) farmers in project areas of each of the target countries will have incorporated sorne of 
these varieties into agroforestry and upland farming systerns and this information will have 
been cornmunicated to other organisations through field visits and publications. 
(iii) seed or vegetative material wiIl have been produced locally by farmers and distributed on 
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a commerciaJ basis for use by other farmers. 
(iv) The use of these forages will have demonstrated the capacity to increase tree, crop and 
livestock production in the project areas to raise the income of farm households and will have 
had a positive effect on the welfare of women and children. 
(v) That there will be a strong cadre of trained forage technicians in each country who will be 
able to continue the development of forage technology for smallholder farmers. 
(vi) That there will be a functional R&D Forage Network for Southeast Asia for the exchange 
of information on new forage technology through a newsletter and regional conferences. 
(vii) Australian live cattle exports will be well accepted by FSP associated farmers who have 
the appropriate forage technology to support introduced cattle. 
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3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
3.1 Objectives 
The goal is to increase agricultural productivity and soil sustainability on smallholder farms in 
Southeast Asia. 
The purpose of the Project is to contribute to this goal by increasing the availability of 
adapted forages and the capacity to deliyer them to appropriate farming systems, in particular, 
in agroforestry and other upland systems. 
In brief, the objectives are: 
(i) to increase the ayailability of forages for different ecoregions and farming systems within 
the Southeast Asia region, 
(ii) to facilitate the integration of forages into smallholder farming systems, 
(iii) to increase the capability of local staff in forage agronomy and technology transfer, 
(iy) to facilitate and create effective information exchange systems on forage research and 
deyelopment and 
(v) to ensure these aboye objectives are met through efficient project management. 
These objectiyes were determined following discussions with governrnent officials and 
development agencies in the target countries and take into account the experience obtained in 
Phase I of the FSP. 
The Logframe matrix from which they are derived is shown in Table 2; the work breakdown 
structure detailing actiyities is shown in Figure 1. The focus on different agroecosystems and 
Ihe degree of inyolvement in the aclivities will yary from country lo country in the region 
depending on need and capability within each country (Tables 3 and 4). Decisions as lo 
specific actiyities are seen to be the role of projecl management. 
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Table 2 
Forages for Smallholders Project 
Loglcal Framework Matrix 
. __ ._-_ ... _---_ .. __ . __ ._-----_._--_.-._----- ----_._----------- ----_._-_ ... _ ... __ . __ .. _ ... _-_._._ .. _..... , 
Narrative Oble~tively Means of Important ! 
S Veriflable Verification Assumptions ! ummary I ndlcators . 
Goal: 
To increase 
agricultural 
productivity and soil 
sustainability on 
smallholder farms in 
Southeast Asia 
Purpose: 
To increase the 
availability of adapted 
forages and the 
capacity to deliver 
them to difterent 
farming systems, in 
particular, 
agroforestry and 
other upland systems 
Outputs: 
F orages available for 
difterent ecoregions 
and farming systems 
Forages integrated 
into smallholder 
farming systems 
Local staft trained in 
forage agronomy and 
technology transfer 
Information system on 
forage R&D 
Efficient project 
management 
--===== 
Increased animal 
production 
Improved forestry and 
agroforestry systems 
Improved crop 
productivity in ley/fallow 
systems 
Reduced erosion in 
uplands 
Increased farm 
disposable income 
Newforages 
introduced to project 
areas and adopted by 
farmers 
New awareness of 
forages by 
smallholders 
Committed and well 
trained local staft 
Superior forages 
identified 
New agroforestry and 
forage-crop systems 
adopted by farmers 
Nos. of local staft 
trained 
Effective 
communication within 
project region 
Outputs and activities 
achieved on schedule 
:=-.. _------_.:======:==- :==--= ... -._-=! 
Government statistics 
&RRA 
Government statistics 
& RRA 
Govemment statistics 
& RRA 
Less rapid runoft & 
RRA 
RRA 
Inspection of test sites 
and RRA 
Adoption as assessed 
byRRA 
Reports from Project 
and RG's 
Book of 
recommendations 
published and 
distributed 
Rapid Rural Appraisal 
Reports from RG 
supervisors 
Newsletters and 
regional meetings held 
Six-monthly and 
Annual Reports 
That improved forage I 
technology will be 
simple, cost eftective , 
and adopted by 
smallholders 
Effective information 
transfer to 
smallholders by 
national extension 
services is achieved 
Satisfactory 
cooperation with 
RG's and related 
projects 
Superior varieties 
can be sourced in 
forage genetic 
resource centers 
Socioeconomic risk 
factors that prevent 
change 
RG assigns slaft 
Cooperation of RG 
agencies 
Adequale funding 
Pr-o)jffID. ... ~ .. ",OJli~ 
• "v1l.su ....... s,¡.,. Q.\1 
Figure 1 
Forages for Smallholders Project 
Work Breakdown Structure Linking Project Activities to Project Outputs and Components 
Program Goal 
To increase agricultural productivity and 
soil sustainability on smallholder lanns in 
Southeast Asia 
I 
Project Purpose 
To increase the availability 01 adapted 
lorages and the capacity to deliver them to 
different larming systems, in particular, 
agrolorestry and other upland systems 
I 
I I I I I 
---¡ ! cof/'~O 
Se/eClion 01 jorages Delivery ojjorage syslems Slall deve/opmenl Informarion jyslems Projecl Managemenl 
~ I Forages available Forages integrated Local staff tralned Informatlon 
El- for dlfferent into smallholder In forage agronomy systems on forage 
Efficient project 
6 ecoregions and farmlng systems and technology R&D 
management 
farmlng systems transfer l and monitoring 
Assessment 01 local ¡. RRA 01 larming systems f> English language Annual regional project ~n-site 
~ lorage systems 
training to enable meetings management 
o:: ¡. Participatory evaluation intra-regional 
-" Introduction 01 lorages 01 lorages by lanners communication, reading liaison and f. Preparation 01 PI O oS 
"" and lurther study communication with Evaluation in different .. Fanner training in lorage other sectors and r Intemal monitoring, 
agroecosystems management and f> Training in projects within countries review and annual 
utilization participatory R&O plan preparation 
~ Multiplication 01 l methodology Creation 01 regional promising species Oevelopment 01 lorage R&O network t. Project linancial 
multiplication and '+ Training in lorage management and 
distribution systems lor agronomy reporting to AlOAS 
seed/vegetative material 
Table 3. Target agroecosystems for introduction of forages 
Indonesia Lao Malaysia Philippines S.China Tbailand Vietnam 
Agroforestry ••• .u ••• •• • ••• 
Upland cropping systems 
Sedentary ... • ••• •• ••• u 
Shifting ••• • • 
Plantation •• • •• u •• 
NaturaV induced grasslands • •• •• • • 
Rainfed lowland rice • •• • •• • • 
systems 
Astensl<s m(licate <le ree o, g un po rtance m each coun try for mtroductlon and use of fora es. g 
Table 4. Anticipated level of activities of FSP associated with differen! countries 
Activity Ind Lao Mal Ph S.C Tb Vn 
1.2 Assessment of local forage systems ** • 
1.2 Introduction and initial increase •• ... •• • • ••• 
1.3 Evaluation in different agroecosystems •• • •• ••• • • • •• 
1.4 Seed increase of promising lines ••• ••• • ••• • • • •• 
2.1 RRA of fanning systems •• ••• • •• • •• 
2.2 Participatory evaluation of forages on-fann ••• ••• ••• •• • •• 
2.3 Fanner training in forage management ••• ••• ••• • •• 
2.4 Development of multiplication systems ... • •• ••• •• . .. 
3. I English language training • •• • • • 
3.2 Training in participatory research ••• ••• • •• • ••• 
3.3 Training in forage agronomy ... ••• ••• • • •• 
4.1 Regional meetings ... ••• •• ••• •• .. • •• 
4.2 Facilitate internal communications ••• ••• • • •• • •• ••• 
4.3 Regional R & D network ... ••• • •• ••• ••• • •• • •• 
5. Project Management •• •• • •• • • .. 
Astensl<s m<llcate level 01 aC(¡Vl ty 
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3.2 Target groups 
3.2.1 Intended beneficiarles 
The main target group are smallholder households presently involved in upland shifting and 
sedentary agriculture where introduction of forages can stabilise agricultural systems and 
generate cash income through sale of cattle. The project is essentially gender neutral but 
women and children would benefit by a reduction in time devoted to feeding animals and from 
lhe resultant increase in farm income. 
Anolher important target group are the technical staff of government departments whose 
capability to carry out further development work would be enhanced by training, through 
experience of working in lhe Project and from improved cornmunication with olher forage 
R&O workers in lhe country and lhe region. 
Oevelopment projects in lhe region will benefit from lhe improved forage technology lhat is 
developed and cornmunicated to lhem. 
3.2.2 Others influenced 
The Project would contribute to lhe improved nutrition of villagers and city-dwellers, through 
lhe provision of meat and dairy products. Increased trade in livestock will generate weallh for 
various sectors. The Project will facilitate lhe introduction of agroforestry systems which in 
tum will conserve groundwater, mitigate flooding and increase dry season strearn flow. 
3.3 Location, duration and phasing 
The Project will operate in Indonesia, Lao POR, Malaysia, Philippines, Soulh China, Thailand 
and Vietnam. 
RG staff associated wilh field operations of the Project will be located in: 
Indonesia 
Lao 
- near Samarinda in East Kalimantan and Sitiung in West Sumatra, 
-in lhe Provinces of Vientiane, Luang Prabang, Xieng Khoang and Cham Passak 
and lhe municipality of Vientiane, 
Philippines -at Bicol, Matalom, Central and Soulhern Mindanao. 
Thailand - Khon Kaen 
Vietnam - four sites in lhe north and central regions 
The Project will not be responsible for field operations in Malaysia or Soulh China. 
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One Australian staff member will be located at IRRl , Los Baños, in lhe Philippines and lhe 
other wilh lhe Oepartrnent of Livestock and Veterinary Services at Vientiane in Lao. The two 
Australian staff members will work as a team but wilh main responsibilities for different areas 
in the region. A major reason for separate location of the agronomists is that lhe Philippine 
based scientist will work mostly wilh forage varieties for acid infertile soils (Iargely derived 
from CIA T) and the Lao based scientist will work mostly wilh forages adapted to dry season 
environments (Iargely derived from CSIRO). Being located separately will result in closer 
interaction with counterparts in lhose areas, particularly in lhe two countries of location. The 
agronomists are likely to have complementary skills. 
The location at IRRl will ensure good logistical support and security. The OL VS in Lao has 
offered to make office space available and has indicated that lhe new communication facilities 
being installed in 1994 will be available to lhe Project. The Lao-IRRl Project has offered back-
up support. No security problems exist in lhe operational areas. 
The duration proposed for lhe project is five years, from January 1995 to Oecember 1999. A 
second Phase was anticipated during lhe planning for Phase I as three years was not considered 
adequate for achieving lhe goal of having selected forages widely adopted on smallholder 
farms (AIDAB, 1992). Phase I has been successful in identifYing superior forages for 
adoption in Indonesia, Philippines and Thailand A further five years will be required for 
building on the achievements of Phase I in ensuring lhe adoption of forages in lhe target areas. 
This is because working through lhe existing structures, it will take time to implement farmer 
participatory R&D, !rain local staff for this role and develop self-sustaining national programs. 
In Lao POR and Vietnam, lhe whole program of forage se1ection and delivery into lhe farming 
system will only commence in Phase 11. 
Phasing in lhe Project follows a logical process of introduction of forage germplasm, 
identification of adapted high-yielding accessions in target agro-ecosystems, on-farm selection 
with smallholder participation, production of seed andlor vegetative material of promising 
species for distribution, information transfer through workshops, booklets, brochures and 
posters to farmers and olher sector staff, and linkages wilh olher projects to obtain a multiplier 
effect. Training will accompany each main activity. Each stage takes 1-2 years, so in general 
it takes 5-8 years before introduced forages can be incorporated in farming systems. 
Involvement of smallholders in early stages of lhe selection process will lead to early 
identification of problem areas and lhus an opportunity to review and focus lhe R&O activities. 
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3.4 Description oC components~ outputs, activities and inputs 
3.4.1. Component description 
The five components of the Project are 
(i) selection of forages 
(ii) delivery of forages into farming systems 
(iii) staff development 
(iv) information system development 
(v) projecl management. 
Selection of forages must precede delivery of forages lo farming systems. Staff development 
is necessary to accomplish lhese activities within the existing country structures. The 
development of information systems will hasten lhe flow of useful information during lhe 
development process and the transfer of information to olher sectors and development agencies 
on which lhe project relies for a multiplier effect (Figure 2). Project management is required to 
ensure effective coordination of activities, lhat activities are carried out on schedule, and lhat 
lhere is sound financia! management and regular reporting to AlDAB and RG's. 
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f I~UIC' L 
Linkages and Interactions between Activities - FSP 
r S~ff~~velopment 
Training of forage agronomists 
English language 
On-site training 
Regional and in-country 
workshops 
Forages techniques 
Participatory research 
methodology 
F armer training in forage 
management 
r 
I . I r Selection of Forages 
,j.. 
Assessmenr of local forage ;ysrems 
,j.. 
Inrroduction and initial seed increase 
,j,. 
I Ir 
. Evaluarion in differenr agro-ecosysrems 
~. - -- -- ¡- ---
Mulriplicarion of promising forages 
,j.. 
Dellvery of Forage Systems ¡ 
,j.. 
Participatory evaluarion of forage on farms 
Development of forage multiplication 
and distribution systems 
~ 
~ 
I Adoption by Srnallholder Farrners 
Information Systems 
I 
Southeast Asia forage 
Research and development 
network (SEAFRAD) 
Regional meetings 
Newsletter 
Newssheet 
Information linkages 
Linkages with other sectors 
and projects (multiplier effeet) 
1 
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3.4.2 Expected outputs 
The expected outputs are: 
l. Forages available for different ecoregions and farming systems 
Forages will have been identified and made available for different: 
(i) eeoregions - from the humid tropies to seasonally dry tropies and from very 
aeid infertile to moderately fertile soils and 
(ii) farming systems - to include: 
a) agroforestry areas 
forages seleeted for ability to persist under shade and in open 
forage corridors between tree plantings, 
b) upland sedentary or 'slash and bum' cropping systems 
forages selected to improve the ley/fallow, for soil improvement 
and control of erosion and weeds, 
c) naturallinduced grass lands 
forage legumes selected to supplement local grasses, 
d) plantations 
forages seleeted as groundcovers and for feed, 
e) lowland rainfed rice 
forages selected to supplement rice straw in the dry season and 
provide feed in the wet season for livestock in holding areas. 
It is estimated that from 15-20 new forage varieties will be identified for use in farming 
systems in the target areas. The objective is not to identify large numbers of new forages but 
a limited number with broad adaptation. This will simplify their multiplication and adoption 
of them by farmers. 
The characteristics of these forages together with their utility for different eeosystems and 
farming systems will be published in booklets in English and the local language and 
distributed to research and extension workers. 
The identification of forages and their irtitial multiplication is a necessary precursor to the 
second output, the delivery of forage systems to smallholders. 
2. Forages integraled into smal/holder farming systems 
Forage systems that are acceptable to farmers and which contribute to increased livestock 
produetivity and soil sustainability for eeoregions and farming systems listed aboye will be 
available for wider use in the region. 
This output will include a demonstration of the utility of a forage component within a farming 
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system, the ability of farrners to manage such systems and a capacity to multiply specific 
forages for use within a project area and for adoption in other areas. 
This output will also serve as a demonstration or model of how new technology might be 
developed and adopted using farrner participation in the process of both development and 
adoption. 
A key aspect will be seed and vegetative multiplication and the development of self-sustaining 
systems to ensure lhat multiplication is not a limiting factor. 
By lhe end of the Project, farrners in 18 target areas will be benefiting from lhe introduction of 
new forages. At least two of lhese target areas in each of Indonesia, Lao, Philippines and 
Vietnam, and one site in Thailand will focus on lhe use of forages in agroforestry systems in 
upland areas which were previously forested but became degraded through shifting cultivation 
or olher exploitive agricultural practices. These target areas will cover several ecoregioris. At 
least 40 farrns will be inc1uded in each target area. . 
This output will be verified through evidence of forage use in lhe target areas, field days, in 
booklets written for distribution to farrners and in RG reports. 
A successful outcome will have achieved lhe main purpose of lhe project to increase the 
availability of adapted forages for different farrning systems. 
3. Local stafftrained inforage development and technology rransfer 
An increased number of local staff skilled in lhe knowledge of forage agronomy and 
development of forage systems for smallholders will be available in each country. 
The more senior staff involved in lhe project will be sufficiently proficient in English to enable 
them to participate in regional meetings and workshops, to read scientific literature, and 
cornrnunicate wilh olher forage agronomists in lhe region. It is estimated that 12 persons will 
need to be trained to a mediurn level in English. 
The staff involved in lhe project areas will have a sound knowledge of procedures for the 
establishment, management and multiplication of forages, agroforestry systems and will be able 
to communicate this to farrners. They will a1so have acquired skills in participatory R&D 
methodology and rapid rural appraisal. 
lt is anticipated that 2 of lhe more senior staff in each of Indonesia, Lao, Philippines, Thailand, 
Vietnam and Soulh China who work in lhe target areas will have acceptable skills in English 
and high level skills in forage agronomy (Malaysia has this capability now). These persons 
will have conducted in-country courses in forage agronomy for a further 20 persons from each 
country. A further 4 persons from Indonesia, Lao, Philippines and Vietnam will receive 
training in olher countries in lhe region or in Australia. 
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Two persons from Indonesia, Lao, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam and South China witt have 
received high level training in rapid rural appraisal (RRA) and participatory research 
methodology. They will be chosen on the basis of their ability to teach others and witt have 
conducted in-country training for a further 10 persons from each country. 
Preference witt be given to training the same 'trainers' in both forage agronomy and 
participatory research. 
There witt have been a visit to Australia by selected personnel from each RG country to 
observe the integration of R&D activities on forages and seed production. Provision witt al so 
have been made for three selected personnel to attend the Tropical Forage Genetic Resources 
Workshop being held in conjunction with the Intemational Grassland Congress in Canada in 
June 1997. 
A successful outcome of training witt have achieved the objective of increasing the capacity to 
deliver forage systems to farrners. 
4. Information systems on forage R & D 
Inforrnation flow within and between countries will have improved. 
Those participating in the target areas and the RG authorities witt have been wett inforrned of 
the progress being made in the region and a selected group witt have participated in the annual 
review of the FSP through attendance at annual regional meetings. 
Within each country, a strategy witt have been developed to ensure effective cornmunication 
between persons and organisations involved in forage development as it affected the outcomes 
of the FSP. 
A regional Forage R&D network will have been established. 
This will be verified by distribution of reports of regional meetings to participants and RG 
authorities, by inforrnation circulars produced for each country and distributed to other sectors 
and development agencies, and by a regional newsletter published twice ayear and distributed 
to att forage research and extension workers in lhe region. 
This outcome is necessary to ensure activities of the FSP are widely understood, that new 
results and inforrnation are shared quickly so as to avoid duplication of effort, and to ensure 
that there is a strong multiplier effect through other projects. 
5. Efficient project management and monitoring 
A wett managed project which delivers outputs on schedule. 
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A Project Implementation Doc~ent will have been prepared by lhe end of June 1995. 
Project activities will have been monitored annually by Senior eIA T and eSIRO staff. 
Six-monthly technical and fmancial reports will have been submitted by lhe end of August and 
lhe end of February each year. 
The project will have been reviewed annually at the time of lhe regional meetings with 
participation of FSP staff and RG officers. The annual plan will have been submitted 
following this review and not later lhan lhe end of March each year. 
3.4.3 Major activities and their scheduling 
The major activities associated wilh lhe different outputs are shown in the work breakdown 
structure (Figure 1). The scheduling of lhese activities is shown in lhe Activity and Resources 
Schedule (Annex 1.I). 
3.4.4 Inputs and their scheduling 
Australian Government inputs to lhe Project would be: 
Personnel 
Two scientists qualified in tropical forage technology would be appointed, one to be based at 
IRRI, Los Bafios, lhe Philippines, and the olher at Vientiane, Lao PDR. 
Technical assistance is required for seed production, processing and despatch from Brisbane. 
Local technical assistance is required in lhe Philippines and Lao PDR for seed multiplication 
and underatking routine duties when lhe agronomists are travelling. 
Secretarial and driver support is required at Los Bafios and Vientiane. 
Consultants are required for English instruction, assessment of native pasture composition, seed 
production technology, participatory research and development and rapid rural appraisal .. Local 
consultants will be hired for English instruction. CJA T will provide experts and material s for 
the training in participatory research and development. An Australian consultant will be 
contracted for lhe training in seed production technology. 
Personnel input is required at CJA T for financial and project management and monitoring of 
project activities and at CSJRO for project monitoring. 
Procurement - requirements are: 
A motor vehicle for Vientiane and a replacement vehicle for Los Bafios. Jt is assumed lhat 
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vehieles can be maintained wilhout replacement for 5 years. 
Motor cyeles for site activities in Lao and Vietnam. 
Office equipment for Los Baños and Vientiane. This will inelude a computer, software, printer, 
fax machine and photocopier at each site. 
Office supplies such small furniture items, stationary, computer supplies, maps and books will 
be required at each office location. 
Seed of adapted Australian cornmercial cultivars for on-farm activities. 
Field consumables such as fertiliser and small plot equipment for evaluation and on-farm 
activities. 
Supplies will be required for newsletter and newsheet production and distribution. 
Training materials will be developed and produced for Ihe regional and in-country workshops 
and courses. 
Trainin~ 
This ineludes travel and accomodation costs associated wilh conducting on-site training, 
regional training workshops, in-country training courses, a vist to Australia and a visit to Ihe 
F orage Genetics Workshop at Ihe Intemational Grassland Congress. 
The costs associated wilh holding Ihe annual regional meeting are largely Ihose for travel and 
accornmodation but inelude Ihe publication of proceedings. 
It is planned to hold an Intemational Conference at Ihe conelusion of Ihe Project to more 
widely disseminate results and consolidate Ihe regional networking. 
Extension literature - pamphlets, brochures and posters will be produced and translated into 
local languages for distribution to extension workers and farmers. CIA T has a 
cornmunications expert wilh I5 years of Asian experience and facilities at IRRI are also 
available to Ihe Project. 
Operational costs for maintenace of field evaluation and multiplication sites and on-farm 
activities. 
Production of Project Implementation Document and Project Completion Report 
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Vehic\e operating expenses 
Publication of booklet on native pastures of Lao and costs of species identification in Australia 
Translation costs of producing regional course material in local languages 
A revolving fund to initiate seed production by smallholders 
Travelling allowances and transport costs for Australian and 
RG officers while working on Project activities within coutries 
Travelling costs lO enable to Project agronomists to interact within the regio n 
Travelling costs to allow the Project agronomisls to visit their home institutions once ayear to 
maintaín contact and access new information. 
Travelling costs to allow the Project managers to visit the region once ayear 
Office services including communications, electricity and overheads. 
The Recipient Governments in Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines, Thaíland, South 
China and Vietnam will pro vide the following: 
Personnel (Professional) 
Part-time inputs of present institutional staff 
Procurement 
Vehicles provided for supervision of field sites 
Facilities provided for meetings, seminars and field visits 
Drivers 
Office stationary and equipment and utilities 
Contribution towards fuel/vehicle operating costs 
Local and intemational cornmunications 
Provision of experimental sites and facilities 
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The capacity of different governments to meet project costs will vary. Thus in Lao and 
Vietnam it will be necessary to make a contribution towards transport and travel costs. 
3.S Costs and financing 
The estimated costs for Phase II of the FSP are shown in tbe Cost Schedule (Annex 2.2) 
Calculated values inelude an estimate for inflation of 4% per annum and indirect costs of 
12%. Total cost over 5 years is AU$4.3 million. 
AlIowance cannot be made for exchange rate fluctuations at this stage but adjustments should 
be allowed when there are differences (AU$ vs US$) greater tban 3%. 
No allowance has been made for contingencies. 
3.5.1 Costs by component and year 
A summary of costs by component is given in Table 5 and by category in Table 6. 
~pr.~sr 
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TABLE 5 COST SUMMARY BY COMPONENTS 
YR 1 94-95 TOTAL YEAR 2 1995-96 TOTAL YEAR3 1996-97 TOTAL 
COMPONENTS QUARTER YEAR QUARTER YEAR QUARTER YEAR 
1 I 2 1 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 2 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 3 
Governmeot of Australia 
SELECTION OF FORAGES 79917 43917 123834 54917 52417 39751 39751 186835 56001 50001 33084 37084 176169 
DELlVERY OF FORAGE SYSTEMS 25333 23333 48666 35833 27133 29200 28600 120765 91050 30750 43766 40166 205731 
STAFF DEVELOPMENT 29000 52000 80999 96500 35400 33400 26700 191998 87500 33400 33400 46700 200998 
INFORMA TION SYSTEMS 34333 14333 52566 O 16833 34333 18233 69399 O 16833 34333 18233 69399 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 98583 14917 113500 35583 22917 63583 14917 136999 35583 22917 63583 14917 136999 
Indirect costs 32060 17820 50348 26740 18564 24032 15384 84720 32416 18468 24980 18852 94716 
TOTAL 299225 166319 469912 249572 173263 224297 143583 790716 302548 172367 233145 175951 884012 
TOTAL (including inflation - 4%) 476632 822344 954132 
Recipient GovernmtDts 
SELECTION OF FORAGES 12000 12000 24000 12000 12000 12000 12000 48000 12000 12000 6750 6750 37500 
DELlVERY OF FORAGE SYSTEMS 10050 10050 20100 10500 10500 11100 11100 43200 11100 11100 13500 13500 42900 
STAFF DEVELOPMENT O O O O 4000 4000 2000 10000 O 4000 4000 2000 10000 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS O 5250 5250 O 5250 O 5250 10500 O 5250 O 5250 10500 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 3900 2700 6600 3900 2100 3900 2700 13200 3900 2700 3900 2700 13200 
TOTAL 55950 124900 114100 
7- ~ 
TABLE 5 COST SUMMARY BY COMPONENTS 
YEAR4 1997-98 TOTAL YEAR 5 1998-99 TOTAL YR 6 99-00 TOTAL TOTAL 
COMPONENTS QUARTER YEAR QUARTER YEAR QUARTER YEAR COST 
11 I 12 I 13 I 14 4 15 I 16 I 17 I 18 5 19 I 20 6 AUS 
Government of Australia 
SELECTI0N OF FORAGES 45084 29584 21918 21918 118503 28418 16418 13918 13918 72670 19918 13918 33835 711846 
DELlVERY OF FORAGE SYSTEMS 66466 44166 55633 50833 217097 66833 50833 51833 51833 221330 59833 51833 111665 922854 
STAFF DEVELOPMENT 25000 32400 32400 26200 115998 25000 32400 32400 26200 114998 25000 20000 44999 749990 
lNFORMATION SYSTEMS O 16833 34333 18233 69399 O 16833 34333 18233 69399 O 56833 56833 386995 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 35583 22917 63583 14917 136999 35583 22917 63583 14917 136999 28583 36917 65500 726995 
Indirecl costs 20656 17508 24944 15852 78960 18700 16728 23528 15012 73848 16000 21540 37540 419842 
TOTAL 192788 163407 232809 147951 736956 174532 156127 219593 140111 689244 149332 201039 350371 3918522 
TOTAL (including inO.tion - 4%) 825390 799522 420446 4299067 
Recipieot Governmeots 
SELECTI0N OF FORAGES 5250 5250 3300 3300 17100 2850 2850 1350 13 50 8400 900 900 1800 136800 
DELlVERY OF FORAGE SYSTEMS 13500 13500 13500 13500 54000 13500 13500 13500 13500 54000 13500 13500 27000 241200 
STAFF DEVELOPMENT O 4000 4000 2000 10000 O 4000 4000 2000 10000 O O O 400001 
I 
, 
lNFORMATI0N SYSTEMS O 5250 O 5250 10500 O 5250 O 5250 10500 O 5250 5250 52500 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 3900 2700 3900 2700 13200 3900 2700 3900 2700 13200 3900 2700 6600 66000 
TOTAL 104800 96100 40650 536500 I 
TABLE 6 COST SUMMARY BY CATEGORY AND RG CONTRIBUTION 
YR 1 94-95 TOTAL YEAR 2 1995-96 TOTAL YEAR3 1996-97 TOTAL 
CATEGORY QUARTER YEAR QUARTER YEAR QUARTER YEAR 
1 I 2 1 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 2 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 3 
Goveroment of Australia 
Personnel 136166 95499 231665 115833 101499 130166 93499 440996 109833 99499 130166 93499 432996 1 
Procurement 64000 6000 73900 28500 10100 400 4100 43100 60900 2900 2800 4100 70700 
Training 20000 30000 53000 38000 12600 33200 6600 90400 37400 12000 33200 26000 108600 I 
I 
Other 44000 17000 61000 - 40500 30500 36500 24000 131500 62000 39500 42000 33500 177000 
Indirect Costs 31700 17820 50348 26740 18564 24032 15384 84720 32416 18468 24980 18852 94716 
TOTAL 295865 166319 469912 249572 173263 224297 143583 790716 302548 172367 233145 175951 88401 2 
TOTAL (including inflatian - 4%) 476632 822344 954732 
Recipieot Governmeots 
GOl 8100 8850 16950 8100 10850 8100 8850 35900 8100 10850 6300 7050 32300 
GOL 3450 4200 7650 3450 6200 3600 4350 17600 3600 6350 3150 3900 17000 
GOM 400 750 1150 400 750 400 750 2300 400 750 400 750 2300 
GOP 5700 6450 12150 5700 6450 7700 6450 26300 5700 6450 6500 5250 23900 
GOSC 2100 2550 4650 2100 2550 4100 2550 11300 2100 2550 1200 1650 7500 
GOT 3500 3750 7250 3500 3750 3500 3750 14500 3500 3750 7000 5250 19500 
GOV 2700 3450 6150 3150 3900 3600 6350 17000 3600 4350 3600 6350 11600 
TOTAL 55950 124900 11 4100 
-- -
TABLE 6 COST SUMMARY BY CATEGORY ANO RG CONTRIBUTION 
YEAR4 1997-98 TOTAL YEAR 5 1998-99 TOTAL YR 6 99-00 TOTAL TOTAL 
CATEGORY QUARTER YEAR QUARTER YEAR QUARTER YEAR COST 
11 I 12 I 13 I 14 4 15 I 16 I 17 I 18 5 19 I 20 6 AUS 
Government or Australia 
Personnel 85833 93499 130166 93499 402996 85833 93499 130166 93499 402996 85833 105499 191332 2102980 
Procurement 30400 2900 2800 4\00 40200 28000 2900 400 4100 34400 14000 2500 16500 278800 
Training 7400 12000 34400 6000 59800 5000 12000 32000 6000 55000 5000 40000 45000 409400 
Other 48500 37500 40500 28500 155000 37000 31000 33500 21500 123000 28500 31500 60000 707500 
Indirect Costs 20656 17508 24944 15852 78960 18700 16728 23528 15012 73848 16000 21540 37540 419842 
TOTAL 192788 163407 232809 147951 736956 174532 156127 219593 140111 689244 149332 201039 350371 3918522 
TOTAL (including inflation - 4%) 825390 799522 420446 4299067 
Recípient Governments 
GOl 6300 9050 5400 6150 26900 5400 8150 4500 5250 23300 4500 5250 9750 145100 
GOL 3150 5900 2700 3450 15200 2700 5450 2700 3450 14300 2700 3450 6150 77900 
GOM 400 750 400 750 2300 400 750 400 750 2300 400 750 1150 11500 
GOP 4500 5250 5900 4650 20300 3900 4650 5300 4050 17900 3300 4050 7350 \07900 
GOSC 1200 1650 3200 1650 7700 1200 1650 1200 1650 5700 1200 1650 2850 39700 
GOT 3500 3750 3500 3750 14500 3500 3750 5500 3750 16500 3500 3750 7250 79500 
GOV 3600 4350 3600 6350 17900 3150 3900 3150 5900 16\00 2700 3450 6150 74900 
TOTAL 104800 96100 40650 536500 
--- ---- - - - -
3.5.2 Financing arrangements 
At lhe beginning of each financial year lhe GOA through AIDAB will send lhe agreed total 
budget estimate for lhe financial year to CIA T. CIAT will then disperse funds to CSIRO to 
cover expenditures for which CSIRO has responsibility. CIA T will assume responsibility for 
monitoring all expenditures and reporting back to AIDAB. 
The RG's will make funds available for payment to RG staff involved in the project and meet 
expenditures agreed to by lhem in separate Letters of Understanding. 
3.5.3 Recurrent cost implications 
The project will not generate recurrent costs to lhe Government of Australia following the 
completion of the experiment. . 
Any capital items will have been fully depreciated over lhe five years of lhe project. 
3.6 Organisation and management 
The overall management structure is shown in Figure 3. 
3.6.1 Responsibilities and management 
CIA T will be lhe Project Administrator and have lhe overaIl responsibility for lhe project and 
will report to AIDAB six-monlhly in February and August each year. An annual plan will be 
submitted by the end of March each year. 
The project will be managed jointly by CIAT and CSIRO through an annual review of lhe 
project and joint discussions at lhe time of lhe regional meeting. The Leader, Tropical Forages 
Program at CIA T and the leader of lhe A TFGRC-CSIRO togelher will have this managerial 
responsibility and be designated Project Managers. 
CIA T and CSIRO will each take administrative responsibility for lhe Senior Agronomists to 
appointed by lhem - CIAT for lhe position in Los Baños, Philippines, and CSIRO for lhe 
portion in Vientiane, Lao PDR. Duty statements are attached (Annex 1.4). 
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Figure 3 
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3.6.2 Coordioatioo arraogeme.ots 
AIl activities of the two Senior Agronomists will be coordinated. Firstly, coordination wil! be 
initiated by Ihemselves through regular cornmunication, a joint visit to target areas in Ihe 
different countries early in Ihe Project and decisions taken at Ihe time of the annual regional 
meeting. Al! correspondence concerning Iheir work schedule and activities associated wilh Ihe 
project will be copied to each olher as wel! as to Iheir respective administrative supervisors. 
Secondly, the Project Managers wil! review coordination of activities at the time of Ihe annual 
regional meeting. 
Six monthly technical reports and Ihe technical aspects of Ihe annual plan will be prepared 
jointly by Ihe two Agronomists in Soulheast Asia, sent to Ihe Project Managers for cornment 
and Ihen for final review and submission by the CIA T Administrator. 
Coordination of FSP activities wilh Ihe nominated RG executing agencies in Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Philippines and South China will be Ihe responsibility of Ihe CIA T appointed 
agronomist and for Lao PDR, Thailand and Vietnam Ihe responsibility of Ihe CSIRO appointed 
agronomist. However, it is planned Ihat bolh agronomists will contribute to activities in al! 
countries dependent on Iheir area of expertise and availability. 
3.6.3 Iostitutiooal chaoges required 
No institutional changes would be required. 
3.6.4 Staff aod traioiog 
RG staff development will be an intrinsic component of Ihe Project. 
3.6.5 Local participation 
The FSP would operate witbin Ihe structure of Ihe Recipient Governments. RG counterparts 
would be appointed or assigned by arrangement between Ihe FSP and Ihe executing agency of 
Ihe RG. Such personnel would not be funded by the Project, apart from operating expenses. 
The involvement of local staff is a strong feature of Ihe FSP. A11 activities, except for sorne 
initial introduction and multiplication activities, wil! involve participation of local staff. 
During Ihe annual regional meetings a forum will be held to allow more widespread 
participation of prominent national staff. 
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3.6.6 Use of local or Australian non-government organisations 
The Project will be implemented through government organisations but there will be c10se 
interaction with donor agencies and NGO's in teclmology transfer. 
3.6.7 Procurement arrangements 
This will follow normal cornmercial practice. In the Philippines, purchases will be made 
through the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) which has contracts for bulk purchase 
of vehicles and major items. This avenue will also be investigated for Lao where IRRI has a 
Special Project. 
3.6.8 Marketing arrangements for products 
Products of the Project will be forage varieties introduced into RG farming systems. Seed of 
these varieties will be marketed locally and be priced according to supply and demando 
To a limited degree, seed will be purchased and sold by the Project to promote adoption and 
distribution of elite varieties. 
3.6.9 Implementation procedures 
The Project Implementation Oocurnent will be prepared and submitted to AIOAB by the end 
of June 1995. 
Prior to June 1995, Letters of Understanding between eIAT, the executing agency for the 
GOA, and the nominated RG agencies will be negotiated. 
3.7 Monitoring arrangements 
3.7.1 Scheduling of major taso 
The major activities identified in the logical framework matrix (Table 2 and Figure 1) are 
scheduled in Annex 1.1. 
The first major task will need to occur prior to initiation of Phase II. This would be the 
appointment of an agronomist to be based in Lao POR and negotiation with IRRI for 
continuance of an existing arrangement for basing an agronomist al IRRI, Los Baños, 
Philippines. These arrangements would be initiated promptly after approval of the Project by 
AIDAB. 
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3.7.2 Monitoring framework 
The monitoring responsibility will rest wilh lhe Project Administrator. Half-yearly technical 
and financial reports will be submitted to AIDAB by lhe Project Administrator at the end of 
February and lhe end of August each year and an Annual Plan by the end of March in 1996 
and lhe three following years. 
The Project Managers will review the Project activities each year at the time of the annual 
regional meeting. This will enable first hand feedback to be obtained from RG officials. The 
annual meeting location will be rotated between countries. The Managers will also visit target 
areas within lhe country where lhe meeting is being held. These findings and also reports of 
consultants contracted for specific tasks will be incorporated into the Annual Plan submitted in 
March of each year. AIDAB would be invited to send a representative to each regional 
meeting to participate in this annual review. 
3.7.3 Performance indicators 
Performance will be assessed using verification criteria as defined in lhe Logical Frarnework 
Matrix and will be reported in half-yearly technical reports and in lhe Project Completion 
Report. 
Participatory Rapid Rural Appraisal will be utilised in determining needs and preferences of 
smallholders, their response to lhe potential of lhe new technology and lheir reactions to its 
adoption. 
Impact of lhe Project will be evaluated towards lhe end of the Project. It would be anticipated 
lhat lhe impact would occur sooner in Indonesia and lhe Philippines , which have benefited 
from longer input by lhe FSP, lhan in Lao and Vietnam. Continued impact is expected in 
Malaysia and Thailand and a limited impact in Soulh China. 
Impact will be evaluated using: 
Government statistics 
Inspection of test sites 
A wareness of forages by smallholders 
Reports from Project and RG's 
Publications 
Reports from District Officers. 
Participatory Rapid Rural Appraisal will be used to determine: 
Nwnber of smaIlholders growing forages selected by lhe Project for livestock feed 
Nwnber of smallholders growing seed of Project forages 
Increased cash income associated wilh growing forages 
Attendance at field days and workshops 
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3.7.4 Monitoring and evaluation plan 
The Annual Plan, which will include references to the anrlUal review referred to abo ve, will 
form the basis for monitoring performance. 
3.7.5 Peñormance reporting 
The Six-Monthly Technical and Financial reports will provide an indication of performance 
3.7.6 Project Completion Report 
A draft project completion report will be submitted by December 1999. 
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4. OUTCOME OF DESIGN ISSUES ADDRESSED 
The preparation for Phase 11 of the project is considered to be Phase 1, together with the visit 
by Senior CIAT and CSIRO staff in January and February 1994. 
Important achievements during Phase I of the FSP were 
the screening, selection, multiplication and distribution of forage varieties adapted to 
different agro-ecological zones, 
testing of improved varieties in smallholder farming systems, 
establishment of linkages between national agencies, development projects and the FSP, 
and 
training of personnel involved in forage research. 
One major strength was the collaborative nature of the project, working with and through 
NARs, and the linkages to regional development projects. These used forage technologies 
developed by the FSP and distributed promising forage varieties to a much larger number of 
smallholder farmer families than would have been possible within the FSP alone. These have 
been summarized in Six-MonthIy Reports of Phase 1. 
4.1 Feasibility 
4.1.1 Technical 
Experience in Phase I indicates that the approach to research and development is appropriate to 
each country situation. The research focus will be on low-cost input technologies appropriate 
to smallholder farming systems and on low fertility soils for which there have hitherto not 
been suitable forages. 
Phase I of the FSP has identified a range of forage varieties suitable for smallholder farming 
situations. Incorporation of forages into cropping systems enhances soil fertility, reduces 
weeds and minimizes soil erosion during the fallow periods. An example is the use of S. 
guianensis CIA T 184 as cover legume to control weed regrowth during forest establishment at 
Bukidnon in the Philippines. The FSP has endeavoured to use local personnel within 
government and development organisations. Training of these personnel in forage science 
(adaptive trials, seed production and farmer participatory research methodology) is essential to 
raise the capability of NARs to conduct forage R&D. Training of key personnel in Philippines 
or Australia, who then conduct in-country training for a larger number of staff with assistance 
from the FSP, is an efficient use of training resources. The approach is innovative in that 
forages are being introduced, no! on1y for livestock feeding but also for improved managemen! 
of the soil and water resources. There is negligible technical risk. 
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4.1.2 Financial 
The project will not generate a need for large capital expenditure by Australia or RG 
countries. There will be no recurrent costs at the end of the project. The project will not itself 
be involved in marketing of goods except for small amounts of forage seed production 
supported by revolving funds. AIl RG eountries have indieated support for the projeet and 
thus the viability is not likely to be affeeted by fmaneial eonstraints. 
4.1.3 Economic 
Eeonomie benefits will flow from improving the effeetiveness of on-going projeets and 
inereasing farm output. There is a large demand by projeets working in upland areas, with the 
aim of redueing shifting eultivation, for forages to proteet soil from erosion and to improve the 
soil fertility status of fallow land. AIso there has been an inereased demand for eattle for 
draught and for use in meat and milk production. This shortage of cattle has resulted in 
several cattle distribution schemes in Southeast Asia which have had mixed success due to a 
shortage of fodder. Thus increased use of forages will lead to diversification of income 
through improved animal productivity and to longterm benefits on land sustainability. Further, 
there is an opportunity for collaboration and achieving multiplier effects. This collaborative 
approach with NARs and other development agencies is seen as crucial for adoption of new 
varieties with spill-over and multiplier effects. 
4.1.4 Institutionsl 
D · Ph 1 a large number of research and development organisations expressed interest to unng ase . . . th 'ty f 
II bo t ·th the FSP and use the new forages bemg Identtfied. However, e capacl o co a ra e WI . d d . . t 
. . . duct appropriate research on their own and then dehver a apte varleues o 
IDstttuuons tOI ~on ak particularly in Lao Vietnam and Indonesia. Training in both forage 
the farm leve IS w::noio transfer is ther~fore seen as an important activity in Phase n. 
technology .an~ te~ . gy' target countries will develop their capacity and thus ensure 
Working Wlth IDStttutlODS ID 
sustainability of the inputs by the FSP. 
4.1.5 Social aud cultural 
. icular farming situations and to fit into existing . 
Forages need to be appropnate for part Th 'nvolvement of farmers in the seleetlOn of 
cropping, livestock and agroforestry systems. h e ~ ds ensures social and cultural fit and is 
adapted varieties through partlClpatory res~arc me o 
therefore crucial for the suceess of the proJect. 
4.1.6 Geuder 
h d ma' or input into the design, supervision and 
In Phase 1 ofthe.FSP female researche~a :iaaand {he Philippines. This will continue in phase 
conduct of expenments ID Thalland, M . Y . le . n the delivery of adapted forage 
Il and it is also envisaged that women WlIl have a maJor ro 1 
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varieties to farmers. The technology is essentially gender neutral and will benefit households 
through generating higher cash flow. Labor input by persons harvesting and feeding forages 
will be reduced. 
4.1. 7 Environmental 
Beneficial environmental impacts will be an improvement of soil fertility through the 
incorporation of forage legumes and increased nutrient cycling through the presence of animals 
and reduced soil erosion in cropping systems through incorporation of forages in the fallow 
period ensuring that a vegetation cover is present at all times. Increasing forage supply in the 
dry season. when feed is Iimiting, will reduce the pressure on communal grazing land. This 
needs to be accompanied by changes in management of cattle to ensure that cattle numbers and 
grazing are controlled. The FSP places particular emphasis on forage species diversity to 
minimise the risk of reliance on single species. 
4.1.8 Poverty 
The beneficiaries of the Project are smallholder farming families. Many of these are located in 
upland areas where cash income and opportunities are lower than in the more intensive 
lowland areas. The R&D focuses on low-cost technologies which in most cases require no 
input of capital by farmers. The R&D is designed to increase forage quality and productivity, 
particularly during periods of feed shortages. This will increase animal production and 
enhance diversification, thereby providing greater and more stable farm income. 
4.2 Sustainability 
4.2.1 Key Issues 
The key issues are: 
(i) to ensure that there is adoption of forages that are shown to be adapted both to the 
environment and farming systems. Farmers and industry will then ensure continued use, and 
(ii) to impress on recipient governments that persons trained in forage technology generation 
and transfer continue to be employed for that purpose. 
If the adoption of forages can be shown to be beneficial both in contributing to land 
sustainability and for increasing livestock production, then there will be widespread support of 
the technology by RG's and smallholders. 
4.2.2 Activities and processes. incorporated in design 
Activities are to train persons in appropriate technology transfer methodologies and involve 
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fanners in the R&D process. Training of key personnel, who then conduct in-country training 
for a larger number of staff with assistance from the FSP, wi11 increase the capacity of the 
local R&D institutions to conduct forage research and deliver improved forage material to the 
fann leve!. CoIlaborative R&D work with NARs during the Project wiIl ensure "on the job" 
training. The FSP will promote the development of local smaIlholder seed production and 
multiplication industries to ensure sufficient material to meet the demand for new forage 
species created by their perceived benefits. A regional forage research and information 
network will ensure spiIl-over effects and mutual assistance within the region. Multiplier 
effects will be achieved by coIlaboration with national and regional development projects. 
4.3 Commerce and trade 
As weIl as the indirect benefits !hat accrue to Australia as a result of an increase in the 
disposable incomes of the poor in developing countries, Australia has a direct benefit from the 
significant export of cattle and sheep. In 1992, Australia exported approximately 160,000 
cattle to the Southeast Asian region. Most of these cattle were distributed to smaIlholders and 
in sorne cases adequate feed was not available. An improved feeding situation wiIl increase 
the success of these schemes. Thus there is the potential for expansion of cattle exports to the 
region. Other spin-offs may be a demand for pasture seed from Australia and increased access 
by Australian businesses to the agricultural sector. Recently, interest has been expressed by an 
Australian pasture seed producer in obtaining starter seed of the most promising forage species 
for commercial seed production. 
4.4 Australian capability 
The FSP is a joint project between CIAT and CSIRO because of complementary expertise and 
forage germplasm which exists in the two centres. CSIRO's resources in terms of forage 
germplasm and expertise are particularly strong on low fertility soil in seasonaIly dry tropics 
and subtropics, while CIA T's strength is on acid, low fertility soils in humid and sub-humid 
tropics. 80th climatic areas occur within the Project region and a joint Project ensures optimal 
use of resources. 
4.5 Risks 
Risks of catastrophic proportions are highly unIikely. The Project will minimise risks by 
promoting species diversity. This wiIl avoid the risk of disease or insect darnage to forage 
species. Reliance on single species, as was the case with the multipurpose tree Leucaena 
leucocephala in the 1980s, can have disastrous results. In Southeast Asia, Leucaena 
leucocephala stands were devastated 'by the psyIlid insects in 1986, which suddenIy spread 
from Central America and which previously had not been a serious pest. The economic 
damage caused by the psyIlid in Southeast Asian countries was estimated as US$ 525 million 
in the first year of!he infestation alone (Heydon and Affonso, 1991). The FSP will contribute 
to reducing the likelihood of a similar disaster by introducing a range of forage species 
including multipurpose trees, thereby reducing !he reliance on particular species. 
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4.6 Overall Assessment of F easibility 
The most important achievement of the FSP Phase II will be the adoption of new forage 
species in forestry, agroforestry and upland smallholder fields together with a technology 
developed for efficient and economical seed production and propagation. Leguminous forages 
will contribute to increased crop yields through improved soil fertility, breaking disease cycles, 
and will reduce the danger of erosion by providing a permanent soil cover. A strengthened 
livestock component enhances the opportunity for diversification of smallholder production 
systems, providing greater stability of economic retums. The Project expects to develop a 
network of well trained staff who will continue the R&D necessary to deliver improved 
forages to the farm level and ensure the sustainability of the FSP activities. 
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S. EXPECTED BENEFITS 
5.1 Development impact 
5.1.1 On the people 
The adoption of improved forages will diversify and improve farm income for smallholder 
families farming upland forestry and agricultura! areas. Tbis will be achieved by: 
(i) an increase crop yields through tbe introduction of forage legumes in cropping systems 
wbich will improve soil fertility, break disease cycles, and reduce soil erosion and competition 
from weeds, 
(ii) an increase animal production through improved feed quality and quantity and 
(iii) increased opportunities for additional income e.g. through tbe sale of forage seeds. 
5.1.2. On the national economy 
The national economies of tbe RO's will benefit through: 
(i) an increase in crop and animal production and tbe re-afforestation of degraded lands and 
(ii) tbe development of trained staff and a network of scientists who collaborate on solving 
mutual problems 
5.1.3 On the environment 
The impact on tbe environment will be through more stabile farming systems in upland 
forestry and agricultural areas due to improved soil conservation, increased soil fertility and 
reduced run-off of rainfall. 
5.2 Trade and commercial benefits to both countries 
Australia will benefit directly from an increase in export of live cattle and sheep to Soutbeast 
Asia (In 1992, tbis amounted to export earnings of over A$ 50 million). It will benefit 
indirectly as a result of an increase in tbe disposable incomes of tbe poor in developing 
countries and tbus greater opportunities for trade. 
Australian tropical pasture research and development will benefit from availability of 
performance data in different agroecological regions of Soutbeast Asia. 
The RO countries will benefit from greater disposable incomes of smallholder farmers. 
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5.3 Political benefits 
Australia will benefit from an appreciation by people in Southeast Asia of the willingness of 
the Australian Oovernment to assist in solving development problems of the regio n as a whole 
and from involving the RO countries in the design and monitoring of the Project. 
The RO countries will benefit from the financial contribution of Australia thus allowing them 
to more fully utilise their available resources . 
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